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Statement of the Research Component 
 
 
This project encompassed the fields of independent movie production for conventional 
cinema-industry release with subsequent focus on exploring digital production and release. In 
a context where Hollywood movies dominate the world’s cinema screens, major studio 
blockbuster movies with their associated wide release strategies and saturation advertising 
campaigns roadblock access to cinema screens for modestly funded independent films. The 
concept was to produce a low-budget, commercially appealing, independent movie, using 
emerging local film-making talents with the aim of achieving standard commercial release; a 
follow-up plan was to test the emerging ideas of ‘digital freedom’ in the production sector and 
‘digital democracy’ in the release sector.  
 
Commentators like Baughman (2000) had eagerly anticipated benefits of digital cinema such 
as the elimination of print costs and new release options following the ground-breaking 
success of The Blair Witch Project. Our experiment was to apply street-smart, below-the-line, 
guerrilla marketing tactics such as theirs to a digital cinema release of our movie 
Spudmonkey. Useful lessons were learnt, particularly about engaging the commitment of a 
commercial company in releasing the movie, and about the limitations of a guerrilla marketing 
campaign.  
 
Spudmonkey was an official selection for the World of Comedy International Film Festival 
(Toronto 2003) and at two other film festivals.  
 
Silver, J and Alpert, F. (2003) ‘Digital Dawn: A Revolution in Movie Distribution?’ Business 
Horizons 46 (5): 57-66 was a generative article.  
 
